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QUESTION: 1
Which statement describes a standard attribute in Mac OS X v10.5 directory services?

A. An attribute defined by RFC2307
B. An attribute required by Mac OS X v10.5 to publish services with Bonjour
C. An attribute required by Open Directory to support network logins in Mac OS X v10.5
D. An attribute in an Open Directory record that includes default mappings to one or more
native attributes in a local or connected directory

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
In Mac OS X v10.5, which command should you enter in Terminal to send a HUP signal to
a process?

A. sig
B. kill
C. stop
D. signal

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
In a default installation of Mac OS X v10.5, which command should you enter in Terminal
to search for a user named "kim" in all directory domains in your search path?

A. dscl localhost read /Search/Users/kim
B. dscl localhost read /Default/Users/kim
C. dscl localhost read /127.0.0.1/Users/kim
D. dscl localhost read /Local/Default/Users/kim

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Which attribute in a Mac OS X network user account stores the network location of the
user's home folder?
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A. The UserHome attribute in the mount record
B. The VFSLinkDir attribute in the mount record
C. The ExportDirectory attribute in the computer record
D. The HomeDirectory attribute in the user account record

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
A Mac OS X v10.5 computer is bound to an Active Directory server using the Active
Directory plug-in in Directory Access. Using the default configuration of the plug-in, what
is the Mac OS X user ID number for a user account provided by the Active Directory
server?

A. The user ID number is always set to 500.
B. The user ID number is the value stored in the user account??s UID attribute.
C. The user ID number is generated based on the user account??s Globally Unique ID
(GUID). D. The user ID number is a randomly generated value that does not conflict with
any user IDs used by the local user records.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
As an Apple Certified System Administrator in Company. Your company has a Mac OS X
Server v10.5 computer. There is one Open Directory master with many replicas. But it fails
to work fine. How should you promote one of the replicas to master and have all the other
replicas look to the new master?

A. You should use Server Admin to change one of the Open Directory replicas to a master,
and then change all of the remaining Open Directory replicas to standalone servers, and
back to replicas.
B. You should use dsconfigldap to change one of the Open Directory replicas to a master,
and then use Server Admin to change all of the remaining Open Directory replicas to
standalone servers, and back to replicas.
C. You should use Server Admin to change one of the Open Directory replicas to a master,
and then change the address of the Open Directory master on all of the remaining replicas,
without changing the role of the replicas.
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D. You should use dscl to change one of the Open Directory replicas to a master, and then
use serveradmin to change the address of the Open Directory master on all of the replicas,
without changing the role of the replicas.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
As an Apple Certified System Administrator in Company. Your company has a Mac OS X
Server v10.5 computer. You are configuring a Mac OS X Server v10.5 computer to search
multiple directory domains. How to specify the order in which the server searches the
directories when authenticating users?

A. You should define a custom search path in the Authentication pane of Directory Utility.
B. You should run slapconfig -setauthmechanisms and specify the directory domain search
order.
C. You should modify the mapping for the AuthenticationAuthority attribute in the
Mappings pane of Directory Utility.
D. You should configure the computer account and enter the authentication search path in
the Advanced pane of Workgroup Manager.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
As an Apple Certified System Administrator in Company? Your company has a Mac OS X
Server v10.5 computer. GeneratedUIDs provide for user identification in which TWO
contexts?

A. file ACLs
B. file ownership
C. password policies
D. group membership

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 9
A search base for an LDAP request describes the location in the LDAP hierarchy where the
search will begin.
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